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For years, the pace of change in IT integration has been relatively slow. From point-to-point connections, to hubs, to buses, and back to 
hubs, we’ve seen successive, subtle shifts in integration strategy, mainly in pursuit of reduced costs, improved capabilities and increased 
alignment with the business.  

But now the pace of IT integration is accelerating. Big data, cloud services, mobile devices and social collaboration are all converging, 
driving IT to evolve faster and faster. Add in the growth of unstructured data, BYOD, and business adoption of SaaS cloud services and it’s 
clear that the tide is turning from an architecture built for the enterprise, to an architecture struggling to meet the needs of the enterprise. 
“Systems of Record” are now being called upon to perform the tasks of “Systems of Innovation,” something they were never designed 
to do. And projections around growth in cloud consumption, integration of mobile devices, and the need for ever more deeply connected 
business communities means that the situation will only become more complex and problematic in the near term.

IT has been struggling to gain control of this explosive new level of “outside-in” pressure on the enterprise edge, and in doing so has been 
forced to challenge its own traditional view of the enterprise edge as a perimeter to be protected — a point of potential attack rather than 
a point of integration. For years, IT has been strictly managing the edge of the enterprise in an effort to impose control and governance. 
We’ve layered on firewalls and DMZ’s, written policy after policy, added on data loss prevention solutions, and done just about everything we 
can to curtail and prevent employee use of their own devices to get their work done. And that was probably the right approach at the time. 
But the result is that IT has been so concerned with controlling the edge of the enterprise that the edge began to own them. Those days 
are over.

It’s now time for enterprises to own the edge — time for you to take granular control of your data; extend the boundaries of the enterprise 
so that you can consume public and private cloud services; enable mobile access to legacy applications; and connect more quickly and 
meaningfully with ever-wider trading communities. In short, it’s time for the edge to become a powerful tool for enabling your business.

Axway and Vordel 
Own the Edge, Extend the Enterprise
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Axway and Vordel — A New B2B Alchemy 

Axway’s leadership in MFT, B2B and Integration solutions, combined with Vordel’s leadership in API and Identity technologies, deliver a 
robust suite for all application and multi-enterprise integration patterns across your enterprise, whether they are file-, message- or API-
driven.  Together, Axway and Vordel now provide a level of granular policy access that drives both increased security and improved business 
and technology efficiency, and enables cloud service integration and mobile access to legacy applications — all while providing end-to-end 
visibility across the suite and across communities. 

Together Axway & Vordel can give you the power to own the edge and extend the boundaries of your enterprise, while fully leveraging your 
legacy applications.

Own the Enterprise Edge 

Security is a paramount concern when it comes to the way data moves in and out of your organization, as well it should be. But in today’s 
world, enterprises must also recognize — and actualize — the business value to be gained from using the edge as a tool, instead of simply 
defending it as a boundary. Now, Axway and Vordel can empower your business to “own the edge” through granular policy management of 
data flows and robust identity management capabilities. 

Typically, MFT and B2B data flows are governed by trading relationships; that is, business agreements instantiated in technology for day-
to-day operations. Guided by maps and process flows, these data flow “agreements” drive the way business gets done. But no matter 
their efficacy, these flows aren’t “smart” — they simply do what they are told.  So what happens when what they are told is out of date or 
otherwise inaccurate, or if some other kind of exception occurs? The system can’t handle it, and business flow is impacted. 

For today’s enterprises, business flows must become smarter. To achieve that goal, you need a flexible, granular policy engine optimized for 
data flows — an engine able to field multi-step processes subject to dynamic change, so that you have full control over how data flows from 
the edge all the way to the consuming applications that drive business value. The combination of Vordel’s policy engine and Axway’s data 
exchange platform delivers this unique blend of control and integration, providing end-to-end policy management from the edge directly into 
enterprise systems. 

True governance and control aren’t possible unless you know the rules and expectations embedded in a business relationship, and can 
push those expectations out to systems, applications and humans for integrated execution. The agreements built in to the business 
relationship govern the type and level of entitlements and access each party has — not a complicated scenario when you have only 
one trading partner, one flow, one consuming application, one gateway. But multiply that by thousands of trading partners, hundreds of 
applications and multiple gateways and you begin to see the complex reality of enterprise-level business relationships. And you run up 
against critical, complicated questions such as: Who in your enterprise controls all of these entitlements? How many directories exist 
across your enterprise?  How many different single versions of the truth exist natively across various applications or MDM solutions?  And 
how can you grow all of that into a smarter, leaner, more interconnected ecosystem?

The answer isn’t to replace that existing myriad of choices with some kind of “uber-repository” of user data. A smarter, better way is to 
leverage existing enterprise IAM and other identity systems into a foundation for a single identity mechanism — one in which policy can be 
used to leverage identities and entitlements and manage them in a common way, and internal identity becomes the foundation for cloud 
access. In short, transforming identity into an enabler for control and re-use is critical to owning the edge. 
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Extend the Enterprise Boundary 

At the same time that the edge has become a key enabler of new business trends, the edge itself has ceased to be a fixed physical 
location — it is now a conceptual “extended edge” that expands to embrace rapidly emerging technologies like cloud and mobile services. 
Similarly, “out there” is no longer tied to a specific address either — it’s a constantly shifting target based on a new paradigm of service 
access and consumption, process sharing, mobile access, and enterprise + consumer mash-ups. But like going to a great restaurant in a 
dicey part of town, there can be risk along the route to the payoff.  

The right approach is to extend your enterprise edge to encompass the new stores of value that derive from the alchemy between the 
cloud and mobile services your business uses, and the data flowing in and out of these services. Your enterprise’s security model, identity 
middleware and policies must all embrace this “extended enterprise edge” in order to create a holistic integration strategy that will deliver 
greater control while reducing risk. 

Axway and Vordel now combine to take this kind of B2B and cloud integration to a whole new level.  Axway’s powerful B2B gateway, 
community management and visibility solutions, coupled with Vordel’s cloud integration and identity middleware capabilities, enable 
enterprises to extend their edge in ways that extract greater value from, and deliver greater value to, their cloud and trading communities. 

Leverage Legacy Applications 

“The mainframe is dead,” “EDI is dead” … sound familiar? Warnings about the impending demise of “mature” technologies” have been 
around for decades. Yet, most large enterprises continue to run mainframes and use EDI, as well as many other “mature” technologies, 
and no enterprise wants to go the road of an expensive, disruptive “rip and replace” strategy. 

Given that the dynamics of business consumption of data are radically changing, however, and that today’s core processing systems are 
not prepared for that change, something clearly has to shift. Even those applications that are racing to deliver dedicated mobile access 
often have a siloed view and don’t “get it” that they are just one of many potential sources of enterprise data. And to add to the complexity, 
how will all of these new “shared process” methodologies gain the access they need to granular, critical business data in real time?  

Good news: The problem lies not in the tried-and-trusted legacy integrations you currently use to run your enterprise, but in the fact that up 
to 80% of your partners and customers aren’t in your network. Which is where cloud, mobile and social come into play, because they have 
the potential to make your systems “available” in ways that most benefit from the new paradigm — such as granular API access to data, 
mediation of old access methodologies to those that can leverage new integration capabilities, and non-intrusive access to mobile devices.  

All of this has the potential to hugely extend your business reach beyond the enterprise edge and into cloud, mobile and social realms. 
Axway and Vordel combine comprehensive integration and identity middleware capabilities that enable you to “wrap” your legacy 
applications with secure and managed access and accompanying analytics, and to integrate and expose your data in a ways that benefit 
the business while enhancing security, governance and visibility.

There are a myriad of ways that Axway and Vordel combined technologies are poised to drive the next generation of integration capabilities. 
Simply put, together, we enable you to shift from playing reactive defense to playing innovative offense when it comes to the way you 
think about, manage, and leverage the edge of your enterprise. In this new integration landscape, the edge becomes a powerful tool that 
can harness the explosion in value deriving from the cloud, mobile devices and interconnected ecosystems, and free business data too 
often trapped in legacy systems and inflexible integration methods.  Together, Axway and Vordel allow you to take back the edge of your 
enterprise — extending it to drive efficiencies, customer delight and growth.  Isn’t it time your enterprise owned the edge?
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